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KnownÂ .Q: Java HTTP client works on cmd line, but not from JAVA I have the following code: import java.io.*;
import java.net.*; public class HttpExample { public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { String

url = ""; URLConnection con = new URL(url).openConnection(); BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader(con.getInputStream())); String inputLine; StringBuffer response = new StringBuffer();

while ((inputLine = in.readLine())!= null) response.append(inputLine); in.close();
System.out.println(response); } } ...that gets me a 200 status code. If I run this from a command prompt
(cmd.exe) it works as expected. If I run it from within the Eclipse IDE (Java 1.5) it doesn't work. Why? A:

Closing the input stream affects all references to it. And we use the InputStream when we're dealing with
HTTP connections. If you close an InputStream, then you can't pull any data from it anymore. /* * PLUGIN

ACCEPT * *
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A: This is the result of the following: You're using a
version of Windows that dates back to the 1990's, which
was not designed for Unicode support. You're running a

language aware browser, which can perform more
accurate Unicode processing, which can defeat the

attack. You should upgrade to a more recent version of
Windows, and switch to the most recent version of your
browser (you have IE 7 installed, so that's probably what
you're using). After all, XP dates back to 2000, so you're
using a system that's seriously out of date. It will all be
much better if you upgrade it to a recent version. This
site will tell you how to check your version of Windows.

You can also use the Windows Update tool from the
Control Panel to download and install Windows updates.
It also means that the malicious javascript will result in
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HTTP GET requests to a file named 1Od[1-9].html, where
9 is the relevant number of the payload. That's how your

browser found this site in the first place. Finally, make
sure you're using a language aware browser. If you have
JavaScript enabled, make sure that you have it set as a
default (so that when you navigate somewhere, and you
don't have JavaScript enabled, you won't have malicious
redirects), and check the HTTP headers to make sure the

request is being sent from a modern version of the
browser, and not an old one. Ureteral injury during

laparoscopic gastrojejunostomy for gastric ulcer disease.
Laparoscopic gastrojejunostomy (Lap-GJ) has been
successfully applied for palliation of gastric outlet

obstruction (GOO) due to advanced gastric ulcer disease,
and is the preferred approach when operative

procedures for primary closure of gastric ulcers are
contraindicated. Ureteral injury during Lap-GJ for gastric

ulcer disease has not been previously reported. We
report a case of iatrogenic ureteral injury during Lap-GJ
in a patient with a clinical diagnosis of obstructive GOO

and a benign endoscopically removed gastric ulcer.
Severe hematuria and flank pain with a rise of serum

creatinine were subsequently observed, which required
emergency nephrectomy. Surgical exploration showed
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complete ischemic ureteral ligation by the Lap-GJ
anastomosis.
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A: I don't think there are that many movies that have the
same green and purple colour scheme, although it's
certainly possible. I looked through iTunes a bit and
found a fairly large number of movies that have this

particular colour scheme in their background. I find this
easier to show than show pictures of the movies, but

these are the movies with the same colour scheme: Q:
IOS modal view with edge to edge content I am working
on a chat application for iOS where the status bar and
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navigation bar is hidden so I can hide and show the
content from full width to edge to edge. I have tried to

implement this functionality using a view controller, but
the problem is that the view on the modal view is not

always showing the same height as the content. How can
I fix this? A: I assume that you want to load your chat

view controller modally from another view controller. In
that case, you don't have to hide the status bar and the

navigation bar, all you have to do is take the output from
the original parent view controller (that's the view

controller that you want to display the chat modally) and
just add it as the background to your chat view

controller, like this: // Create your original parent view
controller. self.viewControllerParent = [[UIViewController

alloc] init];
self.viewControllerParent.view.backgroundColor =
[UIColor redColor]; // Create the modal chat view

controller. self.chatViewController = [[UIViewController
alloc] init]; self.chatViewController.view.backgroundColor

= [UIColor yellowColor]; // Add the background view to
the chat view controller. [self.chatViewController.view
addSubview:self.viewControllerParent.view]; And then

when you want to display the chat modally, you just load
the chat view controller like this: // Create a new modal
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view controller. self.chatViewController =
[[ChatViewController alloc] init]; // Dismiss the modal

view controller if it is open. if
([self.viewControllerParent.view

isKindOfClass:[ChatViewController class]]) {
[self.viewControllerParent.view removeFromSuperview];

} // Present the modal view controller.
[self.viewControllerParent
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